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Abstract
City branding represents an interesting topic to researchers and policy makers. As of
late, cities of developing nations have picked to utilize city branding as a strategy to
help them compete economically with other cities in global. City branding use
architecture especially beside other ways to make cities more visible, competitive
and relevant to global world. According to various literature; iconic buildings are a
basic tool of city branding. Using icons or symbols by architecture is old as the
civilization began. Iconic or signature buildings have an important role as magnets;
they can attract investments and tourists. Such structures reflect their cities identity
and represent our understanding and thinking about these cities.
As of late, iconic buildings have increased expanding prevalence among approach
policymakers and city designers. The premise of this development can be found in
fruitful cases of iconic buildings that made cities vital after having a critical bad
image. This paper aims to study city branding in terms of architecture and especially
iconic buildings. The research highlights the definitions of brand, branding and city
branding in relevance to architecture. It also highlights the importance of using
iconic buildings as a tool for branding the city. In this sense, the research analyses
two successful examples; Burj Khalifa in U.A.E and Bibliotheca Alexandrina in
Egypt. The paper concludes that iconic buildings could express the identities of
countries and help them to compete globally.

Keywords: Brands, Branding, City Branding, Branding Strategies, Iconic33
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Introduction
Quick modern change has implied that a large number of countries can never again
ensure that the conventional industrial products left could be an economical
wellspring futuristic development. In the so-called knowledge, economy is the
capacity to draw in and hold skilled and innovative work, to give intuitive milieus
where new thoughts can develop, and so on (1). As of late, cities of developing
nations have picked to utilize city branding as a strategy to help them compete
economically with other cities in global.
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But are all places are similar? In other words can all cities follow the same strategy
to be branded? Always people tie emotionally with places whether they just visited
these places, work in it or even lived there. In this way, it is important to consider
this dimension when branding a place. In planning process, bonding to a place is as
critical to have attention. Thus cities need to focus on customer needs, draw its
strategies and have much imagination providing a brand that help increase
positivity, respect and loyalty. In general places are not homogenous. As
consequence, it is not necessary that a brand strategy success in different places, as
it is unique as the place is. It is the challenge now for many places to take control of
their neglected identity and reputation for a long time.
It is important that cities leaders understand the reputation which make it attractive
enough for visiting, living, investment and studying. Cities now are in a need to
rethink about what they have of values, what they can offer in future. Also think
about its strengths and then create, develop and demonstrate their values using
appropriate on-brand actions (2).
One of the main strategies of branding a city is to build iconic buildings. This paper
aims to study city branding in term of architecture and especially iconic buildings.
The research highlights the definitions of brand, branding and city branding in
relevance to architecture. It also highlights the importance of using iconic buildings
as a tool for branding the city. In this sense, the research analyses two successful
examples; Burj Khalifa in U.A.E and Bibliotheca Alexandrina in Egypt. The paper
concludes that iconic buildings could express the identities of countries and help
them to compete globally.

1. Brand and Branding
A brand is placed when enough people are seeing and thinking about the character
of the brand (3). Brands and marking are not new. For Greek and Roman purposes,
the mark was used as a distinctive guide or registered trademark of shops and brands
of skilled workers (4).
The historical background of the "brand" is derived from the old word
"Scandinavian" "brandr", which should burn. It refers to the registered trademark of
animals and the identification of a person's property (5).
How are "brands" and ―branding‖ characterized these days? As indicated by (6)
brands are utilized to isolate items and administrations from different ones
accessible in the market. Distinctive artistic sources have defined brands in different
ways. Brands could be represented by logos, conspicuous organization names and
pictures, character and worth frameworks, hazard reducers, developing elements,
pictures in customers' psyches, characters and connections. Branding is a vital
procedure to repute a company. It comprises of structuring, arranging and conveying
the brand's name and character. Branding is an always adjusted procedure that
incorporates promoting and conveying an incentive to consumers (7).
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2. Place and City Branding
Place branding is about linking the place image with the "true identity of place". (8;
9) have characterized place branding as "the planning technique of a place to fulfill
the requirements of objective markets‖. (10) Indicated that geographic locations
could act as items and services, and as well could be branded, and this will attract
people and help in growing tourism and business (11).
City branding is an important part of a holistic strategy of planning, which aims to
promote the city and make it more attractive to investors. This way to deal with
comprehension and branding a city as a "product" (12).
Place branding incorporates a few unique patterns and types of branding: country
branding, goal branding, culture and excitement branding.
Place branding is a mix of strategies that empowers a place to expand on its current
qualities, revealed its identity and develop it for the future. These strategies are
adjusted from commercial branding and leadership and organization improvement
practices. Effective place branding guarantees that the place gets value from the
acknowledgment of known qualities and positive activities (13). One of the
fundamental characteristics of city branding is the utilization of "culture" as a basic
apparatus to improve what cities need to compete and require on the urban image
level.
The creation of recreational and social exercises, for example in historic centers,
exhibitions and theaters, including celebrations and an entertaining state of
purchase, means that a "social urbanism" architecture is an essential tool for
creation, a marketable city image (14).
(15) Indicated that iconic architecture is an essential tool of city branding. City's
image works on covering different partnership. This implies the responsibility of
different actors. They also recommended that it is conceivable to receive a
marketing philosophy for the administration of urban communities and to utilize
apparatuses and standards of corporate marketing (7).
Applying basic branding principles to cities through marketing methods is simply
not enough. Marketing cannot be used as an alternative to a theoretical inquiry
grounded in architecture and urban design, when it comes to urban branding,
especially since the origins of this practice are founded on the principles of
monumental and architectural propaganda (16).
A study in the Nordic countries proposed three essential strategic areas in which the
actors are trying to bring about change to create new city images and new brands.
The first categories was brand building, events and emblematic projects; 2) brand
strategy through planning strategies; 3) Brand through advertising. Very often,
categories are used as contiguous processes in term of integration (1).
In her book titled ―City Branding: Theory and Cases‖ Andrea Insch pointed out that,
despite their differences, the urban branding activities carried out by some cities can
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identify a number of common problems, the most important of them are: definition
of obstacles facing city brands and clarification of identity and image (2).
As mentioned before; although city branding could be achieved through various
strategies, this study is limited on the role of iconic buildings in city branding.

3. Iconic Buildings as a tool of City Branding
Due to the social fracture and pluralism related with entrepreneur industrialism,
numerous cities have turned to "reputed" architects to design iconic buildings that
go beyond cultural, traditional and local differences.
Architecture has been utilized as an icon or image since the beginning of civilization
(17). In Egypt, the pyramids were utilized as a method for showing their owners’
power. The Parthenon in Athens and the Coliseum in Rome are examples of iconic
architectural structures. In the middle Ages, cathedrals were significant for their
monumentality and carried new urban structures to urban areas. Historians likewise
report that modelers had a noticeable spot in the political existence of public
administrators, both for giving extraordinary visibility through grand works and for
their reputation, as exemplified by the situating of architects on the Pharaoh's righthand side at occasions and gatherings (18).This political significance – from rulers
in classical times to presidents presently additionally means a feeling of the
requirement for iconic buildings intended to stylishly attest governments, with the
huge increment in cities and the globalization procedure, cities are becoming more
able to lose their identity.
City branding tries to turn ―urban icons‖ into components that uncover (or make) a
local personality to facilitate this procedure and support social and historical
uniqueness. These symbols can be of huge scale, including the ―visual accidents‖
announced by (19), or of a littler scale (landmarks, tourist spots, perspectives,
among others) with a particular trademark.
These elements, as indicated by (20), may enhance some of the strengths of the site,
or may not be discernible, and contribute to visual disintegration that prevents that
the physical image and mental environment be unified and percept.
Along these lines, as per (19), intelligibility is upgraded when visual and practical
components are improved thinking about two key attributes: complexity and
advancement.
On the other side (19; 21) indicate that although innovation is very important issue
in city marketing strategies, it should be noted that architecture does not currently
take into account social characteristics but focuses on the search for a global
aesthetic. This is the case today in Dubai.
Architecture empowers city branding through associating with a great cultural
heritage which attributes a symbolic value, in addition to functional value (22).
Cities worldwide are not identical but unique. Each city has her own identity,
influenced by her people, and other social and cultural factors. In this sense iconic
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architecture should respect all these factors, context should be considered and this in
order to sustain the city’s image and identity.
More recently, iconic buildings have become increasingly popular among city
developers. The basis of this development is a very successful example of
remarkable buildings that have revived a city with a problem of image: the Frank
Gehry Museum in Guggenheim in Bilbao.
Investing in the development of the museum was an extraordinary achievement,
transforming the image of a demolished modern city of Bilbao into a perceived
universal community for culture and expressions of the human experience. Which
drives numerous administrations, districts and civil decision-makers to truly
consider making their own "Bilbao effect" (1).
Ignoring local culture before the appeal of "global images" will end up creating
images of the city itself, which in the end will not reflect any local culture. This in
turn will negatively affect long-term cities, because they can lose their authenticity,
which is crucial to make the city’ brand success. City governors should know the
characteristics and values of their city. Otherwise, the images cities will lose the
attraction of visitors (23).

4. Case Studies
As mentioned before; although city branding could be achieved through various
strategies, this study is limited on the role of iconic buildings in city branding.
The following case studies represent a successful examples of iconic buildings in
Dubai, Alexandria and a promising iconic tower in the new administrative capital in
Egypt.

4.1Burj Khalifa, Dubai, U.A.E
A. Project Background
The Burj Khalifa, has a total height of 829.8 km and a surface (without antenna) of
828 m (24). The structure broke various tallness records.
The beginning of the Burj Khalifa was in 2004, and it completed totally with the
exterior later in 2009, and the opening was in 2010. The idea of building the tower is
based on a governmental decision. The government decided to diverse from the oilbased economy and to increase global acknowledgment.

Figure 1. Shows the height of Burj Khalifa compared to different well-known tall buildings.
Ref. (25)
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B. Project Description
Burj Khalifa is designed by Adrian Smith, of Skidmore, Owings and Merrill LLP
(SOM). The structure is motivated by the Islamic engineering of the region. It has a
Y-shape floor so as to upgrade private and inn space. Burj Khalifa has 57 lifts and 8
elevators. A focal center and wings are utilized to help its tallness (26). The tower
has 27 setbacks forming a spiral pattern which decrease gradually as going upward
to create outdoor terraces. The setbacks have a role in minimizing the vibration wind
loading (27). The Burj is covered with more than 26,000 reflective glass panels and
a textured stainless steel spandrel with a vertical tube (28). Architectural glass offers
solar and thermal performance and glare protection in extreme sun, extreme
temperatures and winds. The glass has an area of more than 174 000 m2. The typical
Burj curtain wall panels are 4'6 "wide and 10'8" high, each weighing approximately
800 pounds. Larger panels are located near the edges of the building and higher
panels near the top.

4.2 Bibliotheca Alexandrina, Alexandria, Egypt
A. Project Background
The Bibliotheca Alexandrina is a national library and cultural center on the
mediterranean located in the Egyptian city of Alexandria.

Figure 2. Bibliotheca Alexandrina, Alexandria, Egypt. Ref. (29)
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Figure 3. The Aswan granite wall. Figure (3). Mediterranean side of library. Ref. (30)

Figure 4. Interior shot for reading hall. Ref. (30)

Reviving the old library goes back to 1974, when a committee shaped by the
University of Alexandria picked a site for the new library situated between the
campus and the coastline, close to the antiquated library. The restoration of the old
library was not only supported by other people and authorities, but also supported by
Egyptian politicians. UNESCO quickly resumed the idea of providing the
Mediterranean with a center of cultural and scientific excellence. UNESCO
organized an architectural competition in 1988 to choose a project worthy of the site
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and its heritage. The Norwegian architectural firm Snohetta won the competition
with more than 1,400 applications.

B. Project Description
The library has a large dimensions, the shelf space contains eight million books. The
main reading hall covers 20,000 square meters on eleven levels, beneath a 32-meterhigh glass paneled roof inclined towards the sea and had a diameter of 160 m. The
walls are gray granite of Aswan and decorated with characters of 120 different
writings. It is a complex of special libraries, 4 museums, 15 permanent exhibitions, a
planetarium, and a manuscript restoration lab (31).

5. City Branding in Egypt Today
The new administrative capital in Egypt is witnessing the construction of the tallest
tower in Africa. It is the tallest tower in Egypt and Africa, with a height of 390
meters, will be built in the financial and business district of the new administrative
capital.
Egypt is taking steps to complete its new administrative capital and to make it a
global city with the most important buildings in Africa and the Middle East, hoping
that the capital of the future will become a tourist shrine like Cairo, the old capital.
The opening of the largest cathedral in the Middle East and the second largest
mosque in the world in the administrative capital, about 45 km from the current
capital, Egypt began to build the tallest tower in Africa in the central business
district of the new capital.
When completed, the iconic tower will pull out of the Carlton Center Tower in
central Johannesburg, currently the tallest tower in Africa at 222.5 meters, while
iconic tower height is about 385 meters (32).
The iconic tower is not the only tower in the administrative capital as it is intended
that administrative capital will be a hallmark of modern Egypt, just as the great
pyramids and the sphinx were a sign of ancient Egypt.
The iconic tower has a 50-storey hotel for administrative use, apartments, villas,
swimming pools, spas, children's playgrounds, 20 restaurants and show platforms,
gold and fashion markets, leather products, computers, cinemas, theaters and an
airstrip (33).

6. Conclusions
Branding is about uniqueness, differentiation from others; on this ground it is critical
to be special and abstain from replicating what others are. An initial move towards
this is to recognize local strengths and attributes. The flexibility in thinking about
branding could transform the local weaknesses into strengths. City branding could
be achieved using different strategies and the right decision should be based on the
local characteristics and resources. City branding should reflect the local
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environment and let people get involved. The relationship between iconic
architecture and city branding is old as the beginning of civilization. Iconic
buildings have a role in city branding process; according to case studies, Burj
Khalifa in Dubai, represented a governmental decision to diverse from the oil-based
economy and to increase global acknowledgment. In Egypt, the idea of bibliotheca
Alexandrina which aimed to revive the old library of Alexandria and restored its
cultural role as a beacon of science. Today Egypt is also using the iconic building by
constructing the tallest tower in Africa and the Middle East, hoping that the capital
of the future will become a tourist shrine like Cairo, the old capital.

7. Recommendations
1. Cities should think wider, they need to discover their situation inside the
Regional/National/Global.
2. It is important that each city has an organizational chart – Cities could hold a
series of meetings where different actors could sit down and define their
ideas to achieve a clear goal, a clear direction, a strategy and a good flow of
internal / external communication.
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